SOLAR POWERED
ROAD WARNING LIGHT
The NxT is the latest generation of solar powered road safety lighting. Offering reliable, wireless and fully autonomous off-grid operation, the NxT lowers installation and exploitation costs and increases road safety. The combination of high quality retro-reflection with dynamic LED lighting makes the NxT ideal for roads with dangerous curves or other unexpected features. No matter how remote the location, the NxT will safely guide drivers through the night.

Cost effective, reliable & smart
The NxT receives its energy from the sun and stores it in an integrated battery. No grid connection is needed. Monitoring and programming of the light can be done remotely through a wireless (GSM or RF) interface. No cabling means lower installation and exploitation costs. The NxT uses state of the art solar cells with the highest efficiency available. The cylindrical solar panels have proven their durability in the Soluxio solar street light and allow for orientation-independent placement. The vertical photovoltaic module makes that dirt or snow will not adhere to the surface. High capacity lithium batteries form a buffer for longer periods of bad weather, so that the NxT will always perform as desired. Advanced on-board electronics give the NxT the intelligence to continuously optimise its lighting scheme. It adapts to local weather conditions and seasons automatically. Multiple NxT’s can work together as a single lighting system to create special guiding effects.

www.nxt.lighting